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After you have finished this module, you shall be able to








Understand the basic objectives of writing a research report.
Classify the various types of research reports.
Understand the process of report writing and presentation in business research
Understand the key features of the report format
Identify the needs of the reader and formulate a report to match the
requirements
Design effective and focused presentation of findings
Understand the relevance of oral presentations of research
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12.1

INTRODUCTION

The preparation and presentation of the research report is the conclusive stage in the
process of research. If the results of the research are not expressed in a concise form
and transmitted to the marketing management in an understandable and meaningful
form, the efforts devoted to the research serves no purpose.
If the report is creating confusion or written in an appropriate manner, all the resources
spent on collection and analysis of data would not yield any result.
The preparation of a research report is simply the presentation of research findings to
a specific audience. The important components of the communication process are (a)
the written research report and (2) the oral presentation typically provided for those
who occupy executive positions.
12.2

PURPOSES OF REPORT WRITING

Once the research is accomplished and the results are obtained, the real skill of the
researcher lies in analyzing and interpreting the findings and linking them with the
propositions formulated in the form of research hypotheses. Depending on the
business researcher’s orientation, the intention might be different and would be
reflected in the form of the presentation but the significance is critical to both. The
basic objectives of reporting writing are as follows:










The research report presents a concrete proof of the study undertaken and
provides a framework for any work that can be conducted in the same or
concerned areas.
The report is the complete detailed report of the research study the researcher
undertook. Therefore, the report must be presented in a comprehensive and
objective manner.
The research report is a form of one-way communication of the researcher’s
study and analysis to the audience. Thus, it must be all inclusive neutral in its
reporting.
The recorded document in the form of research report presents a knowledge
base on the topic under study for academic purposes. The business manager
seeks help in making more informed decisions for which the report provides
the necessary guidance for taking appropriate action.
The research report documents all the steps undertaken and the analysis carried
out. It authenticates the quality of the work carried out and authenticates the
results obtained.
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Thus, an extremely decisive important step of the research process is the effective
documentation and communication of the results of the study. Thus, result oriented
recording and timely communication of the results of the study becomes a very
important step of the research process. There are different forms of research reports:

Figure 2 Objectives of research report
12.3

TYPES OF RESEARCH REPORTS

The research report may be either technical or popular in its orientation. The same
procedure is followed in both the approaches in description of the research, its
methodology, findings, conclusions and recommendations. The research report may
differ in their style of writing, use of key terms and length. Often higher level of the
executive, the shorter the report will be.
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Figure 3 Types of Research reports
12.3.1 Brief reports
These reports are usually brief and do not possess any formal structure. Often they do
not exceed four to five pages. Such reports provide limited scope of information. They
are prepared either for instant use or as a preliminary to the formally structured report
to follow. Working papers or basic reports and survey reports could be the frameworks
for these reports. Working papers or basic reports are written for arranging the
sequence of the process carried out in terms of scope, design of research, the
methodology followed and instrument designed. The results and findings must also be
recorded. The study back ground and interpretation of the findings need not be the part
of these reports as the concentration is more on the present research.
These reports are important as a reference point at the time of writing the final report
or the researcher desires to revisit the detailed steps undertaking in collecting the
information related to the study. Survey reports might or might not have an academic
relevance. The concentration is on the present findings simple to understand including
figures and tables. Then the patterns in findings are studied to infer appropriate
conclusions.
12.3.2 Detailed reports
The detailed reports aim at a more common audience who is not well informed with
the minute details of research methodology and other terms. The presentation of the
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detailed reports is a little more live with more focus on headlines, flow diagrams,
charts, tables and summaries for the purpose of highlighting major points. In addition
various kinds of audience show interested in the results of the same marketing research
study. Detailed reports are written in the form of both a technical report and a popular
report.
12.3.3Technical reports
Other researchers usually make use of technical reports. These reports enable other
researchers to be an evaluator of methodology, calculations and identify accuracy and
the steps followed.
12.4

BUSINESS REPORTS

Business report would not have technical strictness and details of the technical report.
The language of the report would be as the manager understands. The conclusions of
the study must enable the manager in decision-making. The report must be
supplemented with table and figures. The pictorial presentation is done with the help
of bar diagrams and graphs. The reporting tone would be more in business terms.

Figure 4 Business report (Adapted from smallbusinesschron.com)
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12.5

REPORT PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION

Irrespective of the kind of report, the reporting and spreading widely the study and its
findings needs a structured format and by and large, the process is standardized. The
key difference amongst the kinds of reports is that all the components that essentially
form a research report would be available only in a detailed technical report. The
review of literature would be performed merely as a routine in the management report;
however, they would be detailed and go along with the bibliography in the technical
report. Usage of theoretical and technical jargon would be more in the technical report
and visual presentation of data would be greater in the management report.
The process of report formulation and presentation is shown in Fig.1. The title, letter
of transmittal, letter of authorization, table of contents, executive summary and
acknowledgements are included in the preliminary section.. The next section presents
the background section detailing problem statement, study introduction and
background, scope and objectives of the study as well as the review of literature. The
methodology section is specific to the technical report. The methodology section
includes research design, sampling design, data collection and data analysis. This is
followed by findings section constituting the results and interpretation of results. Then
appear the conclusions section incorporating conclusions, recommendations and the
limitations of the study. The technical report would have a detailed bibliography at the
end.
In the management report, the sequencing of the report might be reversed to suit the
needs of the decision-maker, as the reader needs to review and absorb the findings.
Thus, in place of plainly summarizing the statistical results, the findings of the study
aught be furnished in such a manner that they can be applied directly as inputs for
making decisions. Thus, the final section would be presented immediately after the
study objectives and a short reporting on methodology could be presented in the
appendix.
Thus, the entire research report needs to be recorded either as a single written report
or into several report, depending on the need of the readers. The researcher would need
to assist the business manager in deciphering the report, executing the findings, and in
case of need, to revise the report to suit the specific actionable requirements of the
manager.
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12.6

STRUCTURE OF THE RESEARCH REPORT

The structure of the research report is mostly the same as the structure of the research
itself. The common outline of the research report includes problem, methodology and
results, interpretation and conclusions.
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Figure 5 Structure of the research report
12.6.1 Problem
The problem section varies greatly in different report. In theses and books, the problem
section is usually long and detailed. In published research reports, it is restricted to a
minimum. The basic purpose is to appraise the reader about the research problem.
Sometimes, the problem is stated in question form.
The statement of the general problem is often not strictly stated and operational, rather
it establishes the general stage for the reader. The sub-problems, however, should be
more precise and should consist implications for testing. Some report writers state the
general and specific hypotheses rather than state the problems. It would be preferable
to state the broader general problems and then state the hypotheses, both general and
specific. However, the key purpose is to inform the reader the main area of
investigation and the specific propositions that were tested.
Defining the variables is an important part of the statement of the problem. At some
point in the problem discussion, the variables should be defined. The reader should be
informed of the variables involved as well as their meaning. Defining in general and
operational terms give justification for the definitions.
This section usually also includes the discussion of general and research literature
related to the research problem. This is undertaken to explain and clarify the
theoretical rationale of the problem. The investigator provides a general picture of the
research topic and fits his problem into the general picture. Another reasons for review
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of literature is to tell the reader what research has and has not been done on the
problem. Thus, the researcher identifies the research gap and must show that his
particular investigation has not been done before. The underlying purpose, of course,
is to identify the present research in the body of research existing on the subject and
to point out its contribution to the subject.
12.6.2 Methodology
The function of the methodology is to inform the reader what was done to solve the
problem. Extensive care must be taken to report that the criterion of replicability is
satisfied. It should be possible for another researcher to reproduce the research, to
reanalyze the data, or to arrive at unambiguous conclusions as to the adequacy of the
methods and data collection.
The first part of the methodology should inform about the sample or samples used, the
method of their selection and the justification for the use of a specific method of
selection of sample. If the samples were randomly selected, the method of random
sampling should also be specified.
The method of testing the hypotheses should be reported in detail. In case of
experimental study, the manner in which the independent variable (s) has been
manipulated is described including the instruments used, instructions to the subjects,
control precautions, and the like. If the study has been ex post facto, the procedures
used to collect data are explained.
The report of any empirical study must include an account of the measurement of the
variables of the study. The description of the measurement of the variables may take
up most of the methodology section. A factor analytic study may require lengthy
descriptions of measurement instruments and how they were used. Such descriptions
will include justification of the instruments used as well as their reliability and validity.
An account of the data analysis methods used is sometimes put into the methodology
section, sometimes in the analysis-interpretation section. It is probably better to
include these methods in the methodology section. The analysis methods must be
outlined and justified. In several investigations, pilot studies and pretesting are used.
If so, what was done and the outcome of what was done are reported. If the pilot study
was solely for trying out the instruments or the variable manipulation method on a
small scale, little need be said. If, however, the pilot study or the pretesting supplied
actual research data, the reader must know methodological details.
12.6.3 Results, Interpretation and conclusions
There may be two or three section of this part of the report. Since the interpretation of
results and the conclusions drawn from the results are so often reported together in
journal research reports. In a thesis or book, however, it may be desirable to separate
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the data from their interpretation and from the conclusions. The results or data of a
research study are the raw materials for the solution of the research problem. The data
and their analysis are the hypothesis-testing stuff of research. Methodology and data
collection are tools used to obtain the raw material of hypothesis-testing, the data. It
is to be reported whether the data support or not support the hypothesis. The
methodology, data collection and analysis are selected and used for the purpose of
testing the operational hypotheses deduced from the general research questions.
Therefore, the report writer must be exceptionally careful to report his results as
accurately and completely as possible, informing the reader how the results bear on
the hypotheses. It is useful to reduce the data and the results of the data analysis to
condensed form, particularly tables. The researcher should thoroughly digest the data
before writing. While writing, the investigator should guard against wandering from
the task at hand, the solution of the research problem.
In the final section of the research report the limitations and weaknesses of the study
should be discussed to enable the reader to judge the validity of the conclusions drawn
from the data and the general worth of the study. Limitations of social scientific and
educational research generally emerge from sampling and subject assignment
inadequacies, methodological weaknesses, and statistical deficiencies. Lack of
random sampling limits the conclusions to the particular sample used. Lack of random
assignment casts doubt on the adequacy of the control of independent variables and
thus on the conclusions. Statistical deficiencies, similarly, can lead o incorrect
conclusions. Deficiencies in measurement always affect conclusions, too. If a
measurement instrument is only moderately reliable, a finding may be ambiguous and
inconclusive. Most important, the questionable validity of an instrument may seriously
change a conclusion.
12.7

REPORT FORMULATION

While writing the report, it must be kept in mind that the document compiled is meant
for specific readers. Thus, the writer needs to design the same according to the needs
of the reader. Some of the important features of a good research study should be
focused while documenting and preparing the report.
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Figure 6 Features of a good research report
12.7.1 Clear report mandate
While writing the research problem statement and study background, the writer needs
to be focused, precise and very explicit in terms of the problem under study, the
background that provided the impetus to conduct the research of the study domain.
This is prepared on the assumption that the writer at no point in time needs to be
physically present in order to clarify the research mandate. One cannot make an
assumption that the reader has earlier insights into the problem situation. The writer
needs to be absolutely clear on the need for lucidity of thought and dissemination of
this knowledge to the reader.
12.7.2 Clearly designed methodology
Any research study has its unique orientation and scope and thus a specific and
customized research design, sampling and data collection plan. The writer, thus, needs
to be explicit in terms of the logical justification for having used the study methods
and techniques. However, the language should be non-technical and reader friendly
and any technical explanations or details must be provided in the appendix. In
researches, that are not completely transport on the set of procedures, one cannot be
absolutely confident of the findings and resulting conclusions.
12.7.3 Clear representation of findings
The sample size for each analysis, any special conditions or data treatment must be
clearly mentioned either as a footnote or as an endnote, so that the reader takes this
into account while interpreting and understanding the study results. The same base is
very important in justifying a trend or taking a strategic decision; for example, if
amongst a sample of bachelors we say that 100 per cent young bachelors want to buy
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grocery online or on the telephone and the recommended strategy is to suggest this as
the delivery channel, one might be making an error if the size of the bachelors was
four out of a total sample of 100 grocery buyers considered. Thus, complete honesty
and transparency in stating the treatment and ending of missing or country data is
extremely critical.
12.7.4 Representativeness of study finding
An effective research report is also expressly stated in terms of extent and scope of the
results acquired, and in terms of the findings that may be applied. This depends up on
whether the assumptions and preconditions established for formulating the
conclusions and recommendations of the study have been expressly stated.
In order to ensure that the envisaged objectives have been achieved, the writer must
be sure about the standardization of procedures in writing the document as well as
follow standard protocols for presenting graphs and table.
12.8

SUMMARY

The preparation of a research report is simply the presentation of research findings to
a specific audience. Once the research study is completed and the research results are
obtained, the real skill of the research lies in terms of analyzing and interpreting the
findings and linking them with the propositions formulated in the form of research
hypotheses. Depending on the business researcher’s orientation, the intention might
be different and would be reflected in the form of the presentation but the significance
is critical to both. Depending upon its target audience, the research report may be
either technical or popular in orientation. While both approaches follow the same
procedure in describing the research, methodology, findings, conclusions and
recommendations. Report can differ in their style of writing use of key terms and
length. Usually, the higher level of the executive the shorter the report will be. The
major types of reports are brief reports, technical reports, detailed reports and business
reports. Irrespective of the kind of report, the reporting and spreading widely the study
and its findings needs a structured format and by and large, the process is standardized.
The structure of the research report is mostly the same as the structure of the research
itself. The common outline of the research report includes problem, methodology and
results, interpretation and conclusions.
While writing the report, it must be kept in mind that the document compiled is meant
for specific readers. Thus, the writer needs to design the same according to the needs
of the reader. Some of the important features of a good research study should be
focused while documenting and preparing the report.
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Word Processing and Formatting
Software for Detection of Plagiarism
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

The reference section is a very important component of the report. It contains all the
necessary literature that has been referred to before, during and after the study and
contains books, journal articles and documents from where the materials have been
referred to. References differ from bibliography in that references are those literatures
which have been cited in the main text of the report in different places. Bibliography
includes many referred as well as many unreferred literature in the text of the report.
Sometimes a book would have been consulted but not necessarily referred to in the
text. Thus the bibliography will be inclusive of many materials which have not been
referred in the text. Of course it may contain the referred materials also. On the other
hand the references will contain basically the referred materials. In this unit we are
going to focus on references, how to write the same and the importance of reference
etc. Basically we will be depending on the APA source for this purpose. Besides this
format, we also use MLA, and Chicago style for referencing.
1.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this unit, you will be able to:



1.3

explain how to write References in a scientific Research Report as per APA,
MLA, and Chicago;
describe the art of Referencing; and
write a Research Report References.
REFERENCES AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

References should not be confused with Bibliography. A bibliography contains
everything that is included in the Reference section plus other publications which are
1

useful but were not cited in text or manuscript. Bibliography is not generally included
in Research Reports. Only References are usually included.
1.4

REFERENCE/BIBLIOGRAPHY LISTS

There are several different sets of “rules” that academics use for citing research. The
two most commonly used in writing classes and used by academics working in the
humanities (things like English, history, philosophy, Women’s studies, and
education) and the “soft sciences” (psychology, sociology, political science, and so
forth) are the guidelines of the Modern Language Association and those of the
American Psychological Association. While academic journals that focus on
scholarship having to do with literature and language tend to follow the MLA
guidelines, there are other English studies journals that use the style rules of the APA
and Chicago.
All citations in the manuscript must appear in the Reference list, and all References
must be cited in the text. The Reference list should be succinct, not exhaustive;
simply provide sufficient references to support your Research. Choose References
judiciously and cite them accurately. For example, if you retrieve an abstract but do
not also retrieve and read the full article, your Reference should be identified as an
abstract. The standard procedures for citation ensure that References are accurate,
complete, and useful to investigators and readers. Whenever possible, support your
statements by citing empirical work, such as method and results of an empirical study
or a review of empirical studies (Lalumiere, 1993).When you cite non-empirical
work, make this clear in your narrative.
Similarly, when you want to direct the reader to background information, signal the
reader with phrases such as “for a review, see” and “(e.g., see [author, year]).
“References” section begins at a new page with the label “References” at the centre.
References comprise all documents including journals, books, technical Reports,
computer programmers and unpublished works mentioned in the text of the Report.
References are arranged in alphabetical order by the last name of the author(s) and the
year of publication in parenthesis or in case of unpublished citations, only the
Reference is cited.
Sometimes no author is listed and then, in that condition the first word of the title or
sponsoring organisation is used to begin the entry. When more than one name is cited
within parenthesis, the References are separated by semicolons. In parenthesis page
number is given only for direct quotations. The Researcher should check carefully
that all References cited in the text appear in.
1.5

APA REFERENCE STYLE (6th Edition)

The APA style guide prescribes that the Reference section, Bibliographies and other
lists of names should be accumulated by surname first, and mandatory inclusion of
surname prefixes. For example, “Martin de Rijke” should be sorted as “De Rijke, M”
and “Saif Al Falssi” should be sorted as “Al-Falasi, S.” (The preference for Arabic
names now is to hyphenate the prefix so that it remains with the surname.)
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Reference citations in text are done using parenthetical referencing. Most usually, this
involves putting the author’s surname and the date of publication within parentheses,
separated by a comma, generally placed immediately after the Reference or at the end
of the sentence in which the Reference is made.
However, it is also common for the authors to be the subject or object of a sentence.
In such a case only the year is in parentheses. In all cases of citation, author name(s)
are always followed immediately by the year in which the article was published. In
the case of a quotation, the page number is also included in the citation.
Full bibliographic information is then provided in a Reference section at the end of
the article. APA style defines that the Reference section may only include articles that
are cited within the body of an article. This is the distinction between a document
having a Reference section and a Bibliography, which may incorporate sources read
by the authors as background but not referred to or included in the body of a
document.
BOOKs
Book with no author (including dictionaries)
Reference
In-Text

The complete encyclopaedia of garden flowers. (2003).
Auckland, New Zealand: Bateman.
The Complete Encyclopaedia of Garden Flowers (2003) shows
that … (p. 96).

Book with one author
Reference
In-Text

Jones, R. (2007). Nursing leadership and management:
Theories, process and practice. Philadelphia, PA: F. A. Davis.
Jones (2007) notes that ... (p. 184). Or … (Jones, 2007, p. 184).

Book with two authors
Reference
In-Text

Claiborne, L., & Drewery, W. (2010). Human development:
Family, place, culture. North Ryde, Australia: McGraw-Hill.
Claiborne and Drewery (2010) state that….. (p. 88). Or …
(Claiborne & Drewery, 2010, p. 88).

Book with three to five authors

Reference

In-Text

Hubbard, J., Thomas, C., & Varnham, S. (2010). Principles
of law for New Zealand business students (4th ed.).
Auckland, New Zealand: Pearson.
First citation - Hubbard, Thomas and Varnham (2010) state
that… (p. 4) Or … (Hubbard, Thomas, & Varnham, 2010, p.
4). Then – Hubbard et al. (2010) report that … (p. 4). or …
(Hubbard et al., 2010, p. 4).
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Book or report by a corporate author (e.g. an organisation, association or
Government Department)
Reference
In-Text

University of Otago. (1986). Today’s food, tomorrow’s
health. Dunedin, New Zealand: Author.
The University of Otago (1986) claims that …. (p. 6). Or …
(University of Otago, 1986, p. 6)

Book chapter in an edited work
Reference

In-Text

Hales, M. (2012). Community health nursing. In A. Berman,
S. Snyder, T. Levett-Jones, T. Dwyer, M. Hales, N. Harvey,
...D. Stanley (Eds.), Kozier and Erb's fundamentals of nursing
(2nd Australian ed., Vol. 1, pp. 127-141). Frenchs Forest,
Australia: Pearson.
Hales (2012) reports that… (p. 129). Or … (Hales, 2012, p.
129).

ONLINE BOOKS AND RESOURCES
Book with a digital object identifier (doi)
Reference
In-Text

Kay, G. N. (1999). Fiber optics in architectural lighting:
Methods, design, and applications. doi:10.1036/0070349320
Kay (1999) notes … (p. 65). Or … (Kay, 1999, p. 65).

Book with no doi retrieved from an online database
Reference

In-Text

Gulanick, M., & Myers, J. L. (2014). Nursing care plans:
Diagnoses, interventions, and outcomes (8th ed.). Retrieved
from EBL database.
Gulanick and Myers (2014) note…(p. 91 ) Or … (Gulanick
and Myers, 2014, p. 91)

Dictionary Definitions - No Author or Editor
Reference

In-Text

Practice. (n.d.). In Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary.
Retrieved from
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/practice
(Practice, n.d.)

Dictionary Definitions - Author or Editor
Reference

Simpson, J. (Ed.). (2012). Practice. In Oxford English
dictionary.
Retrieved

from
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http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/149226
(Simpson, 2012)

In-Text
Blog post
Reference

vaughanbell. (2010, November 1). It only exists if I see colours
on the brain scan [Blog post]. Retrieved from
http://mindhacks.com/2010/11/01/it-only-exists-if-i-canseecolours-on-a-brain-scan/
vaughanbell (2010) argues that… (para. 3). Or … (vaughanbell,
2010, para. 3).

In-Text

Webpage
Reference

Statistics New Zealand. (2014). New Zealand in profile 2014.
Retrieved from http://www.stats.govt.nz
Statistics New Zealand (2014) provides evidence for … (para.
2).
Or … (Statistics New Zealand, 2014, para. 2)

In-Text

Webpage (no date)
Reference

In-Text

Department of Conservation. (n.d.). New Zealand’s marine
environment. Retrieved June 17, 2014 from
http://www.doc.govt.nz/conservation/marine-andcoastal/newzealands-marine-environment/
The Department of Conservation (n.d.) estimates that … (para.
4).
Or … (Department of Conservation, n.d., para. 4).

Conference paper in Published Proceedings online
Reference

In-Text

Flintoff, V., & Flanagan, P. (2010, April). The ‘ménage à trois’
complexity of external supervision. In L. Beddoe & A. Davies
(Eds.), Common threads, different patterns: Supervision
Conference 2010, Auckland, New Zealand: Proceedings, (pp. 817). Retrieved from
https://cdn.auckland.ac.nz/assets/education/about/schools/chss
wk/docs/2010-Supervision-Conference-Proceedings.pdf
Flintoff and Flanagan (2010) mention … (p. 9). Or … (Flintoff &
Flanagan, 2010, p. 9).

Journals
Journal or serial article (print version)
Reference

Millard, S. K., Nicholas, A., & Cook, F. M. (2008). Is parentchild
interaction effective in reducing suffering? Journal of Speech,
Language & Hearing Research, 51(3), 636-650.
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In-Text

First citation – Millard, Nicholas and Cook (2008) explain ….
(p. 640). Or … (Millard, Nicholas, & Cook, 2008, p. 640).
Then – Millard et al. (2008) explain … (p. 640). Or … (Millard
et al., 2008, p. 640).

Journal or serial article with six or more authors
Reference

In-Text

Gilbert, D. G., McClernon, J. F., Rabinovich, N. E., Sugai, C.,
Plath, L. C., Asgaard, G., …Botros, N. (2004). Effects of
quitting
smoking on EEG activation and attention last for more than 31
days and are more severe with stress, dependence, DRD2 A1
allele, and depressive traits. Nicotine and Tobacco Research,
6, 249-267. doi:10.1080/1462220041001676305
First citation – Gilbert et al. (2004) indicate that …. (p. 252). Or
… (Gilbert et al., 2004, p. 252)

Journal or serial article with a doi
Reference

In-Text

Stulz, J. (2006). Integrating exposure therapy and analytic
therapy in
trauma treatment. American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 76(4),
482-488. http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/0002-9432.76.4.482
Stulz (2006) discusses ... (p. 486). Or … (Stulz, 2006, p. 486).

Journal or serial article from a library database
Reference

In-Text

Bumpus, M. A., & Burton, G. (2008). Chapters in the life of an
entrepreneur: A case study. Journal of Education for Business,
83(5), 302-308. Retrieved from ABI Inform database.
Bumpus and Burton (2008) believe that... (p. 303). Or …
(Bumpus & Burton, 2008, p. 303).

Journal or serial article from the Internet
Reference

In-Text

Pantaleo, S. (2005). ‘Reading’ young children’s visual texts.
Early
Childhood Research & Practice, 7(1). Retrieved from
http://ecrp.uiuc.edu/v7n1/pantaleo.html
Pantaleo (2005, Classroom context) states …. (para. 3). Or …
(Pantaleo, 2005, Classroom context, para. 3).

OTHER WRITTEN RESOURCES
Brochure or pamphlet
Reference

YouthLaw: Tino Rangatiratanga Taitamariki. (2003). Free
legal service for children and young people [Brochure]. Tamaki
Makaurau,
6

In-Text

New Zealand: Author.
YouthLaw: Tino Rangitiratanga Taitamariki (2003) identifies
…
Or … (YouthLaw: Tino Rangatiratanga Taitamariki, 2003)

Newspaper article (no author, print version)
Reference

In-Text

Kiwi speller at home among international bright sparks. (2008,
May
20), New Zealand Herald, p. A11.
… (“Kiwi Speller,” 2008, p. A11).

Newspaper article from the Internet
Reference
In-Text

Tait, M. (2014, June 12). Rubbish trial is food for thought. New
Zealand Herald. Retrieved from http://www.nzherald.co.nz
Tait (2014) indicates … (para. 4). Or … (Tait, 2014, para. 4).

Newspaper article from a database
Reference

In-Text

Flowers, M. (2014, May 13). Growth-driving polytechs hurt by
dated
public image. New Zealand Herald. Retrieved from Newztext
Plus database.
Flowers (2014) notes … (para. 4). Or … (Flowers, 2014, para.
4).

Course hand out / Lecture notes
Reference
In-Text

Smith, A. (2014, May 12). A model of nursing care [PowerPoint
slides]. Hamilton, New Zealand: Wintec.
…as Smith (2014) found….Or … (Smith, 2014).

AUDIO /VISUAL MEDIA
DVD / Film
Reference

In-Text

Campion, J. (Director), & Chapman, J. (Producer). (1993). The
piano
[DVD]. Australia: Australian Film Commission
Campion and Chapman (1993) note …Or… (Campion &
Chapman, 1993)

YouTube Video
Reference

Apsolon, M. [markapsolon]. (2011, September 9). Real ghost girl
caught on Video Tape 14 [Video file]. Retrieved from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nyGCbxD848
7

Apsolon (2011) shows…. Or … (Apsolon, 2011).

In-Text
Podcasts
Reference

In-Text

Bushnell, P. (Producer). (2014, January 5). You call this art?:
Part 1
[Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://www.radionz.co.nz
Bushnell (2014) comments…. Or … (Bushnell, 2014).

In-Text Citation
In-text citations include the author’s name, publication date of the item and the page
or paragraph showing where you found the information.
Direct Quotation – You can quote part or an author’s entire sentence; select the part
that is most useful for your purpose.
You copy the words exactly from the source, using double quotation marks to show
which words are copied. Show the surname of the author(s), the year of publication
and page (or paragraph) number, in brackets, e.g.
1. MacFarlane (2004) notes that allowing “time to bond with students is the first step
in classroom management” (p. 90).
2. "Taking time to bond with students is the first step in classroom management”
(MacFarlane, 2004, p. 90).
Paraphrasing – Paraphrasing is more than changing a few words; you need to use
your own sentence structure and phrases. You put the author’s meaning into your own
words so there is no need for double quotation marks, e.g.
1. MacFarlane (2004) indicates that smoother organisation of a classroom is possible
when teachers take the time to connect with their class (p. 90), although this is not
always the case.
2. True classroom control can start when a teacher connects with the students
(MacFarlane, 2004, p. 90).

1.6

MLA REFERENCE STYLE (8th Edition)

BOOKs
Book, One Author
Reference
In-Text

Alexis, Andre. Fifteen Dogs: An Apologue. Coach House
Books, 2015.
(Alexis 58)
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Book, Editions of a Book
Reference

In-Text

Lutgens, Frederick K., and Edward J. Tarbuck. The
Atmosphere: An Introduction to Meteorology. 13th ed.,
Pearson, 2016.
(Lutgens and Tarbuck 219)

Book, Edited
Reference

In-Text

Bartol, Curt R., and Anne M. Bartol, editors. Current
Perspectives in Forensic
Psychology and Criminal Behavior. 4th ed., Sage, 2016.
(Bartol and Bartol 78)

Book, Corporate Author
Reference

In-Text

Canadian Health Information Management Association.
Fundamentals of Health Information Management. Canadian
Healthcare Association, 2013
(Canadian Health Information Management Association 87)

Book, No Author
Reference
In-Text

American Heritage Dictionary for Learners of English.
Houghton, 2002.
(American Heritage 49)

Book, Three or More Authors
Reference
In-Text

Guttman, B., et al. Genetics: A Beginner's Guide. Oneworld,
2002.
(Guttman et al. 77)

Book, Book in Translation
Format

Reference

In-Text

Author's Last Name, First Name. Title of Book. Other
contributors, Publisher,
Publication Date.
Paz, Octavio. In Light of India. Translated by Eliot
Weinberger, Harcourt,
1997.
(Paz 37)

Book, Chapters and Works in Anthologies with an Author
Reference

Brant, Beth. “Coyote Learns a New Trick.” An Anthology of
Canadian Native Literature
in English, edited by Daniel David Moses and Terry Goldie,
9

Oxford UP, 1992,pp. 148-150.
(Brant 149)

In-Text

Book, Chapters and Works in Anthologies without an Author
Reference

"Is Abortion Immoral?" Taking Sides: Clashing Views on
Bioethical Issues,
edited by Carol Levine, 14th ed., McGraw Hill, 2012, pp.
136-137.
(“Is Abortion Immoral?” 137)

In-Text
Book, From a Website
Reference

In-Text

Seton, Ernest Thompson. The Trail of the Sandhill Stag.
Charles Scribner's
Sons,
1914.
Project
Gutenberg,
www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/32319.
Accessed 14 Jan. 2018.
(Seton 6)

Library eBook
Reference

In-Text
Reference

In-Text

Fraihat, I. Unfinished Revolutions: Yemen, Libya, and Tunisia
after the Arab Spring.
Yale
UP,
2016.
ebrary,
orca.douglascollege.ca/record=b1940699~S9. Accessed
14 Nov. 2016.
(Fraihat 76)
Barrett, Louise. Beyond the Brain: How Body and
Environment Shape Animal and
Human Minds. Princeton UP, 2011. MyiLibrary,
orca.douglascollege.ca/record=b1865693~S9. Accessed 14
Sept. 2016.
(Barrett 189)

Articles
Journal, Article (Print)
Reference

In-Text

Conatser, Phillip, and Martin Block. "Aquatic Instructors' Beliefs
Toward Inclusion."
Therapeutic Recreation Journal, vol. 35, no. 2, 2001, pp. 170-184.
(Conatser and Block 177)

Journal, Article from a Library Database without a DOI
Reference

Williams, George R. "What Can Consciousness Anomalies Tell Us about
Quantum
10

In-Text

Mechanics?" Journal of Scientific Exploration, vol. 30, no. 3, 2015, pp.
326-354.
Academic Search Complete, 0search.ebscohost.com.orca.douglascollege.ca/login.aspx?direct=true&db
=a9h&AN=1
18525144&site=ehost-live&scope=site. Accessed 6 Nov. 2016.
(Williams 344)

Journal, Article from a Library Database with a DOI (Multiple Authors)
Reference

In-Text

Rabb, Nathaniel, et al. "Truths About Beauty and Goodness:
Disgust Affects Moral but not Aesthetic Judgments." Psychology
of Aesthetics, Creativity and the Arts, vol. 10, no. 4, 2016, pp.
492-500. PsycINFO, doi:10.1037/aca0000051. Accessed 12 Nov.
2016.
(Rabb et al. 494)

Journal, Article from the Internet
Reference

In-Text

Cianciolo, Patricia K. "Compensating Nuclear Weapons Workers and
Their Survivors: The Case of Fernald." Michigan Family Review, vol.
19, no. 1, 2015, pp. 51-72,
quod.lib.umich.edu/m/mfr/4919087.0019.103?rgn=main;view=fulltext.
Accessed 21 Sept. 2016.
(Cianciolo 61)

Magazine Article from a Library Database
Reference

In-Text

Agren, David. "Here Comes the Rain Again." Maclean's, vol. 124,
no. 29, 8 Aug. 2011, p. 43. CBCA Complete, 0search.proquest.com.orca.douglascollege.ca/
docview/879703108?accountid=10545. Accessed 14 July 2016.
(Agren 43)

Magazine, Article (Internet)
Reference

In-Text

Miller, Laura. “The Evolutionary Argument for Dr. Seuss.” Salon,
18 May 2009, www.salon.com/2009/05/18/evocriticism/. Accessed
29 Nov. 2016.
(Miller)

Magazine, Article (Print)
Reference
In-Text

Bolster, Mary. “Energize Your Life.” Natural Health, Mar. 2009,
p. 10.
(Bolster 10)
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Newspaper, Article from a Library Database
Reference

In-Text

Zacharias, Yvonne. "Robofuture." The Vancouver Sun, 6 Aug.
2004, p. F1. Canadian
Newsstream,
0search.proquest.com.orca.douglascollege.ca/docview/
242295984?accountid=10545. Accessed 15 July 2016.
(Zacharias F1)

Newspaper, Article from the Internet
Reference

In-Text

Skerritt, Jen. “Local Liver Specialists Struggle to Keep up with
Hep-C Influx.” Winnipeg Free Press, 20 May 2009,
www.winnipegfreepress.com/arts-and-life/life/localliverspecialists-struggle-to-keep-up-with-hep-c-influx-45462112.html.
Accessed 28 Dec. 2016.
(Skerritt)

Newspaper, Article (Print)
Reference
In-Text

Fayerman, Pamela. "Body Degerates as Patients Wait." The
Vancouver Sun, 3 June 2005, p. A12.
(Fayerman A12)

Newspaper, Article – No Author (Print)
Reference
In-Text

“Oval Distinguished for Innovative Design.” The Vancouver Sun,
16 May 2009, p. A14.
("Oval Distinguished" A14)

Websites
Date of Access
Reference

In-Text
Reference

In-Text

Galewitz, Phil. "In Depressed Rural Kentucky, Worries Mount
Over Medicaid Cutbacks."
NPR,
19
Nov.
2016,
www.npr.org/sections/healthshots/2016/11/19/502580120/indepressed-rural-kentucky-worries-mount-overmedicaid-cutbacks.
Accessed 21 Nov. 2016.
(Galewitz)
Valki, Cathy. "Pesticides and Your Health - A Family Physician's
Perspective." David Suzuki Foundation, 25 Feb. 2010,
www.davidsuzuki.org/blogs/docstalk/2010/02/pesticides-and-yourhealth---a-family-physicians-perspective/.
Accessed 17 Oct. 2016.
(Valki)
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Wikipedia, Articles
Reference
In-Text

"Hypnosis."
Wikipedia,
26
Nov.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypnosis. Accessed 26 Nov. 2016
("Hypnosis")

2016,

Blog Post
Reference

In-Text

Minchilli, Elizabeth. "Eating Outside in Rome." Elizabeth
Minchilli
in
Rome,
13
April
2016,
www.elizabethminchilliinrome.com/2016/04/eating-outsiderome/.
Accessed 18 July 2016
(Minchilli)

Government Documents
Document Where the Author is also the Publisher
Reference

In-Text

Agriculture in Harmony with Nature: Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada Sustainable Development Strategy 2001-2004.
Agriculture
and
Agri-Food
Canada,
2001,
publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/A22-166-1-2001E.pdf.
Accessed 12
Dec. 2016.
(Agriculture in Harmony 18)

Government Document where the Author is also the Publisher
Reference

In-Text

Canada's Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Understanding the Trends,
1990-2006.
Environment
Canada,
2008,
publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2009/
ec/En81-4-2006-2E.pdf. Accessed 19 Jan. 2017.
(Canada’s Greenhouse 17)

Government Document with a Personal Author (Statistics Canada)
Reference

In-Text

Pearson, Caryn. "The Impact of Mental Health Problems on
Family Members." Statistics Canada, 7 Oct. 2015,
www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/82-624-x/2015001/article/14214-eng.pdf.
Accessed 19 Nov. 2016.
(Pearson 4)

Government Document - Print
Reference

Information Use by the Ministry of Health in Resource
Allocation Decisions for the Regional Health Care System.
Office of the Auditor General of British Columbia,
2002.
13

In-Text
(Information Use 22)
Audio/Visual Materials
Film, DVD, Videos
To cite the film:
Reference

In-Text

The Grand Budapest Hotel. Directed by Wes Anderson.
Performance by Ralph Fiennes,
Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2014.
(Grand Budapest 01:18:29-49)

Streaming Video from a Website, YouTube
Reference

In-Text

Griggs, Ben. "A Day in the Life of a Librarian." YouTube, 1 Oct.
2013,
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mcn-B7X7HwQ. Accessed 9 Oct.
2017.
(Griggs 00:02:26-27)

Other Sources
Email
Reference
In-Text

Selig, Pauline. "Re: Knowledge topics." Received by Russell
Moore, 22 July 2016.
(Selig)

Tweet
Reference

In-Text

@persiankiwi. "We have report of large street battles in east & west
of Tehran now #Iranelection." Twitter, 23 June 2009, 11:15 a.m.,
twitter.com/persiankiwi/status/2298106072.
(@persiankiwi)

Citing Indirect Sources
"Whenever you can, take material from the original source, not a second hand one.
Sometimes, however, only an indirect source is available - for example, an author's
published account of someone's spoken remarks. If what you quote or paraphrase is
itself a quotation, put the abbreviation qtd. in ("quoted in") before the indirect source
you cite in your parenthetical reference. (You may wish to clarify the relation
between the original and second hand sources in a note.)" (MLA Handbook, 8th ed. p.
124)
Lawrence Christy remarked that Lindsay Ryan had a "unique style of debate"
(qtd. in Anderson 107).
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For your list of works cited, give the indirect source (Anderson) not the source quoted
(Christy).
In-Text Citations
In-text citations are intended to direct the reader clearly and easily to the full citation
in the works cited list. These are references in the body of the paper that document
quotations, paraphrases, and the direct use of information and ideas. They are used
instead of footnotes or endnotes. They are sometimes called parenthetical references
because the references appear in parentheses within the text of the essay.
The parenthetical references correspond to the list of works cited. In other words, the
information given in the parenthetical reference should make it absolutely clear to the
reader which source is being referred to in your list of Works Cited. An in-text
citation is typically composed of the author’s surname (or whatever comes first in the
citation in the works cited list) and a page number.
If your Works Cited includes only one title by a particular author or editor, you only
need to place the author’s last name and the relevant page number(s) without any
intervening punctuation in your parenthetical reference.
Keep the references in parentheses as brief as possible. If you mention the author’s
name or the title of the source in your text, then you do not include that information in
the parenthetical reference.
e.g.

This point has been argued before (McMann 16-19).
McMann has argued this point (16-19).
Others, like Blocker and Plumer (52), hold an opposite point of view.
Stress and a poor diet can have a detrimental effect on proper liver
functioning (American Medical Association 209).

If the work has three or more authors, follow the form in the bibliographic entry in
your works cited list: give the author’s last name followed by et al., without any
intervening punctuation. (MLA Handbook, 8th ed., p. 116)
Give the first author’s last name followed by “et al.” then the page number(s).
e.g. Some interesting interpretations of this concept have recently been
suggested (Jones et al. 25-37).
If there are citations to material by different authors with the same surname, add the
author’s first initial. If these authors have the same initial as well, use the full first
name (MLA 8th ed., p. 55)
e.g. Neurological pathways are created through habitual actions (J. Stevens
87).
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If there are two or more titles by the same author in your Works Cited list, give the
author’s last name, the title, followed by the page number(s). Abbreviate the title if it
is longer than a few words. When abbreviating the title, begin with the first word.
(MLA 8th ed., p. 55)
e.g. The fashion was very popular in certain parts of Northern England
(Pollack, Dickinson 32-33).
(In the example, ‘Dickinson’ is the shortened title of Pollack’s Dickinson: The
Anxiety of Gender).
If there is no author, the in-text citation would contain the title. “The title may appear
in the text itself or, abbreviated, before the page number in the parenthesis.” (MLA
8th ed., p. 56)
e.g. Classical Mythology of Greece notes that he was cut up and boiled in a
cauldron by Titans sent by Hera (78).
or
e.g. He was cut up and boiled in a cauldron by Titans sent by Hera (Classical
Mythology 78).
Web documents usually do not have fixed page numbers or any kind of section
numbering. If your online source does not have numbering, you have to omit numbers
from your parenthetical references.
Do not count unnumbered paragraphs. (MLA Handbook, 8th ed., p. 56)
e.g. Winkfield compares it to the current political environment of Zimbabwe.
The works cited list would include an entry that begins with Winkfield.
If a source, such as a web document, does provide definite paragraph numbers, give
the abbreviation par. or pars. or sections (sec., secs.) or chapters (ch., chs.) along with
the paragraph number or numbers. (MLA 8th ed., p. 56)
e.g. Devereux states that “Finley introduced energy psychology to modern
psychiatry in the late twentieth century” (par. 30).
For audio visual material which is time-based, “cite the relevant time or range of
times. Give the numbers of the hours, minutes, and seconds as displayed in your
media player, separating the numbers with colons.”
Buffy’s promise that “there’s not going to be any incidents like at my old
school” is obviously not one on which she can follow through (“Buffy”
00:03:16-17). (MLA 8th ed., p. 57)
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1.7

CHICAGO REFERENCE STYLE (16th EDITION)

The Chicago notes-bibliography style is a numbered system whereby authorship is
acknowledged using a number to represent the reference. The reader can follow this
in-text number to the corresponding number in the footnote or endnote.
Citation numbers should be inserted in superscript to the right of commas and full
stops, and to the left of colons and semi-colons. This guide shows examples for a
footnotes-bibliography structure. In the case of most assignment papers and essays
where footnotes and a bibliography are used, the footnote citation details can be quite
brief because the full details can be found in the Bibliography. Endnotes (or both
footnotes and endnotes) may be used in a large document where non-citation related
notes may be required. Every time you wish to cite a source, place the number at the
end of the sentence or end of the clause. : Page number(s) for quotes should be
provided in the footnote/endnote.
For example,
…and Mullan described narration thoroughly.1
The narration of works can be divided into the two types,2 however others
suggest...
Books
Book, One Author
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

Sylwester, Robert. The Adolescent Brain: Reaching for
Autonomy. Heatherton,Victoria: Hawker Brownlow Education,
2008.
in
1. Sylwester, Adolescent Brain, 89

Book, Two or Three Authors
Reference

Citation in footnote/endnote

Anderson, Jonathan, and Millicent E. Poole.
Assignment and Thesis Writing. 4th ed. Milton, Qld.:
John Wiley & Sons, 2001.
2. Anderson and Poole, Assignment and Thesis
Writing, 65.

Book, Four or More Authors
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

Hansen, Anders, Simon Cottle, Ralph Negrine, and
Chris Newbold. Mass Communication Research
Methods. Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1998.
in 3. Anders et al., Mass Communication Research
Methods, 104.
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Book, No Author
Reference
Citation in footnote/endnote

Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. 10th ed.
Springfield, MA: Merriam Webster, 1993.
4. Merriam-Webster’s, 11.

Book, Edited
Reference
Citation in footnote/endnote

Craven, Ian, ed. Australian Cinema in the 1990s.
London: Frank Cass, 2001.
5. Craven, Australian Cinema, 25.

Chapter or Article in Book
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

Knowles, Malcolm S. “Independent Study.” In Using
Learning Contracts, 73-112. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
1986.
in 6. Knowles, “Independent Study,” 79

Chapter or Article in an Edited Book
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

Ferres, Kay. “Idiot box: Television, Urban Myths and
Ethical Scenarios.” In Australian Cinema in the 1990s,
edited by Ian Craven, 175-88. London: Frank Cass, 2001.
in 7. Ferres, “Idiot Box,” 179.

E-Book
Reference
Citation
footnote/endnote

Mullan, John. How Novels Work. Oxford: OUP, 2006.
ProQuest Ebook Central.
in 8. Mullan, How Novels Work, chap. 2, Recollections.

Journals
Journal Article (Print Version)
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

Younger, Paula. “Using the Internet to Conduct a
Literature Search.” Nursing Standard 19, no. 6 (2004):
45-51.
in 9. Younger, “Using the Internet,” 45-47.
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Journal Article (Full-Text from Electronic Database)
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

Jackson, Debra, Angela Firtko, and Michael
Edenborough. “Personal Resilience as a Strategy for
Surviving and Thriving in the Face of Workplace
Adversity: A Literature Review.” Journal of Advanced
Nursing
60,
no.
1
(2007):
1-9.
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1365-2648.2007.04412.x.
in 10. Jackson, Firkto and Edenborough, “Personal
Resilience,” 3.

Newspaper Article
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

Note: In the Chicago style, newspaper articles are
more commonly cited in notes than in a Bibliography.
Include all details in the footnote. Chicago does not
recommend using page numbers for newspaper articles
but a section number or edition could be included. For
an article available on the internet, include the URL.
If the online content is subject to change such as
breaking news provides a time stamp and if instructed
by your lecturer, an access date. e.g. …3:55 pm. EST,
accessed July 27, 2014, http://smh.com...
in 11. H. Berkovic, “Handouts May Not be Sent: Tax
Office Seeks Quick Resolution of High Court
Challenge,” Australian, March 31, 2009.

Article (From the Internet)
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

Cooper, D. “Native Ant May Stop Toad in its Tracks.”
ABC Science, March 31, 2009,
http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles
/2009/03/31/2530686.htm?site=science&topic=latest.
in 12. Cooper, “Native Ant”.

Proceedings of Meetings and Symposiums, Conference Papers
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

Boardman,
Margot.
“Learning
Communities
Contribution to Educational Improvement: Joint
Participation for Mutual Gain in Early Childhood
Education.” Paper presented at the International
Education Research
Conference AARE/NZARE, Auckland, New Zealand,
November
30
–
December
3,
2003.
http://aare.edu.au/03pap/boa03496.pdf.
in 13. Boardman, “Learning Communities”, 13.
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Other Materials
Audio (From the Internet)
Reference

Citation in footnote/endnote

“Allegro Molto Appassionato,” Violin
Concerto in E minor, Op. 64. Performed by
Franziska Früh (violin) with the Fulda
Symphony Orchestra, Grosser Saal
der Orangerie Fulda, March 18, 2001, 13
min.,
27
sec.
https://
commons
.wikimedia.org
/wiki/File:
Felix_Mendelssohn__Violinkonzert_e-moll
_1._Allegro_molto_appassionato.ogg.
14. “Allegro Molto Appassionato.”

Video (From the Internet)
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

SouthLanarkshireTV. “In Focus: Forest Kindergarten.”
YouTube
video,
5:42.
August
13,
2010.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=g8WWrRzf7ZU&list=TLEXvO6QPFaLk.
in 15.
SouthLanarkshireTV,
“In
Focus:
Forest
Kindergarten.”

Thesis
Fayadh, Khalad Hamad. “The legal regulation of
assisted reproductive technology in Iraq: Lessons from
the Australian approach.” PhD thesis, Western
Sydney University, 2015.
http://handle.uws.edu.au:8081/1959.7
/uws:32383
Citation in footnote/endnote 16. Fayadh, “Legal regulation,” 6.
Reference

Unpublished Works or Documents (Archived Manuscripts or Letters)
Reference

Citation
footnote/endnote

1.8

Matthews, Race. Letter and photographs from the Hon
Race Mathews, MLA to Hon. E.G. Whitlam AC, QC,
September 1, 1985. Accessed October 21, 2009.
http://cem.uws.edu.au/R/YHLSR23PA4CH00346?func=results -jump-full&set_entry=000005
in 17. Matthews to Whitlam, 1 September 1985, Letter.

REFERENCE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE LIKE MENDELEY

Mendeley is a free reference manager and academic social network that can help you
to organise your research, collaborate with others online and discover the latest
research:
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Automatically generate bibliographies
Collaborate easily with other researchers online
Easily import papers from other research software
Find relevant papers based on what you are reading
Access your papers from anywhere online
Read papers on the go, with our iOS and Android apps

Before we get started, here are some terms you should be familiar with:








Mendeley Desktop: Mendeley Desktop is the downloaded part of the software
installed onto your computer. (Download Mendeley Desktop if you haven't
already).
Mendeley Web: This is the Mendeley website where you can access the web
version of your library, edit your profile and search for papers, groups or people.
You can also access Mendeley's social features.
Sync: The process of synchronizing your Mendeley data across devices.
Web Importer: The browser bookmarklet that lets you quickly import documents
from anywhere on the web.
Citation Plugin: A plugin you can install that allows you to create and format
your citations and bibliography according to your chosen style.

1. Add files menu - use this to add new entries to your Mendeley library - see 02.
Adding documents for more details.
2. Folders menu - use the ‘Add folder’ button to create a new folder to organize
your Mendeley library. This will create a folder within whatever you’re currently
viewing - if used on All Documents; it will create a new top-level folder. If used
on an existing folder, it will create a nested folder with the current folder as the
parent.
Use the ‘Remove folder’ button to remove the folder you are currently viewing.
Note that this will not affect any documents within the folder.
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3. Sync - use this button to force Mendeley to perform sync. This will push any
changes you’ve made to your library up to the cloud for storage, making them
available on other devices and computers.
You should sync frequently in order to ensure that your most recent changes are
saved to the cloud.
4. Search - Use this field to search your Mendeley library. Note that Mendeley
Desktop’s search function is context-specific – performing a search while viewing
a particular folder will only search within that folder. Make sure ‘All documents’
is selected if you want to search your entire library.
Click into the search field to set it as active. Additional search modifiers can also
be selected using the dropdown menu that appears next to the magnifying glass
while the field is active.
Note that Mendeley Desktop search function will also return results within the
text of PDF documents within your library, in addition to the contents of the
document’s details.
5. Discovery – Mendeley allows you to discover new references in a number of
different ways. From within Mendeley Desktop, you can use ‘Literature Search’
to search within Mendeley’s crowd-sourced catalogue. Alternatively, you can use
‘Mendeley Suggest’ to receive bespoke recommendations based on your area of
study and the contents of your library.
6. My Library – View the entire contents of your personal library by selecting ‘All
Documents’. Mendeley also offers a number of ways to filter your library. See 03.
Organizing documents for more details.
7. Groups – Any groups you join or create will be listed under this heading. The
icon that appears next to the group’s name indicates the group type.
8. Main panel – when in browsing mode, the main panel of Mendeley Desktop will
display the contents of the selected view. You can use the column headings to
quickly reorder the contents.
9. Details panel – the right-most panel of Mendeley Desktop contains the details of
whichever library entry you currently have selected. This will show the relevant
detail fields for the document type, along with their contents. You can use this
panel to modify an entry’s details.
10. Filter panel – The filter panel offers several different options to allow you to
quickly filter your current view. Note that, like search, the filtering is context
specific - the panel will only display filtering options relevant to your current
view. For example, when viewing a particular folder, only the authors of entries
within that folder will appear as options for filtering.
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Add a specific file or folder



Use the File menu to ‘Add Files…’. Use this option to select a specific paper from
a location on your computer and add it to your Mendeley library.
Use ‘Add Folder…’ – also found in the File menu – to select a specific folder and
to add any papers it contains to your library.

Import content with the Web Importer




Save online content directly to your Mendeley account with the Mendeley Web
Importer. This tool scans your current browser window for references, and
presents you with its findings.
Google Chrome users can install our brand new browser plugin. Other browser
users can use our 'bookmarklet' importer, which is added to the Favourites or
Bookmarks menu.
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1.9

WORD PROCESSING AND FORMATTING

Formatting a document includes assigning fonts and font sizes, aligning text, dividing
the text into columns, adjusting the line and paragraph spacing, and setting margins.
There are different views available to examine a document like normal online view,
page layout, outline, print preview, split screen view, master document, and full
screen.
Headers and footers are places to put repetitive information in a document at the top
and bottom margins.
Formatting a research paper is one of the most sensitive parts of writing. There are
rules that have to be strictly followed. Failure to follow these rules attracts penalties
which compromise your performance. Formatting should also be consistent
throughout the paper. This helps to avoid confusion and distortion of information.
Word processing documents come with numerous formatting options. You have to
understand hundreds of icons on the page and repetitively hit on them when
formatting. It is also difficult to remain consistent considering that you have to format
each section individually. This becomes one taxing engagement. Innovating software
enables you to get your formatting right. Software also enables you to remain
consistent during formatting.
There are texts that require more than words. The inclusion of tables, figures,
diagrams, etc will take a lot of time to format. With the software, formatting your
research paper takes minutes. The software understands that a section is a paragraph,
table, chart, etc. This recognition ensures that formatting remains consistent
throughout your paper. Areas that are inconsistent will be highlighted to enable you
make corrections. This gives you a well-polished paper in terms of formatting.
Microsoft Word is a word processor program from Microsoft. Richard Brodie
originally wrote it for IBM PC computers running DOS in 1983. Further versions
were created for the Apple Macintosh (1984), SCO UNIX, and Microsoft Windows
(1989). Further it became part of the Microsoft Office suite as Microsoft Word.
Microsoft Word is an essential and excellent tool for the creation of documents. Its
ease of use has made Word one of the most widely used word processing applications
currently on the market. Therefore, it's important to become familiar with the various
facets of this software, since it allows for compatibility across multiple computers as
well as collaborative features.
1.10

SOFTWARE FOR DETECTION OF PLAGIARISM

Plagiarism is the unauthorized or unaccredited use of the writings or ideas of another
in your writing. While it might not be as tangible as auto theft or burglary, plagiarism
is still a form of theft. In the academic world, plagiarism is a serious matter because
ideas in the forms of research, creative work, and original thought are highly valued.
Chances are, your school has strict rules about what happens when someone is caught
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plagiarizing. The penalty for plagiarism is severe, everything from a failing grade for
the plagiarized work, a failing grade for the class, or expulsion from the institution.
You might not be aware that plagiarism can take several different forms. The most
well-known, purposeful plagiarism, is handing in an essay written by someone else
and representing it as your own, copying your essay word for word from a magazine
or journal, or downloading an essay from the Internet. A much more common and
less understood phenomenon is what is called accidental plagiarism. Accidental
plagiarism is the result of improperly paraphrasing, summarizing, quoting, or citing
your evidence in your academic writing. Generally, writers accidentally plagiarize
because they simply don’t know or they fail to follow the rules for giving credit to the
ideas of others in their writing. Both purposeful and accidental plagiarisms are wrong,
against the rules, and can result in harsh punishments. Ignoring or not knowing the
rules of how to not plagiarize and properly cite evidence might be an explanation, but
it is not an excuse. To exemplify what I’m getting at, consider the examples below
that use quotations and paraphrases from this brief passage: Those who denounce
cyber culture today strangely resemble those who criticized rock music during the
fifties and sixties. Rock started out as an Anglo-American phenomenon and has
become an industry. Nonetheless, it was able to capture the hopes of young people
around the world and provided enjoyment to those of us who listened to or played
rock. Sixties pop was the conscience of one or two generations that helped bring the
war in Vietnam to a close. Obviously, neither rock nor pop has solved global poverty
or hunger. But is this a reason to be “against” them? (ix).
And just to make it clear that I’m not plagiarizing this passage, here is the citation in
MLA style:
Lévy, Pierre. Cyberculture. Trans. Robert Bononno. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota P, 2001. Here’s an obvious example of plagiarism:
Those who denounce cyber culture today strangely resemble those who
criticized rock music during the fifties and sixties.
In this case, the writer has literally taken one of Lévy’s sentences and represented it
as her own. That’s clearly against the rules. Here’s another example of plagiarism,
perhaps less obvious:
The same kinds of people who criticize cyber culture are the same kind of
people who criticized rock and roll music back in the fifties and sixties. But
both cyber culture and rock music inspires and entertains young people.
While these aren’t Lévy’s exact words, they are certainly close enough to constitute a
form of plagiarism. And again, even though you might think that this is a “lesser”
form of plagiarism, it’s still plagiarism. Both of these passages can easily be corrected
to make them acceptable quotations or paraphrases.
In the introduction of his book Cyber culture, Pierre Lévy observes that
“Those who denounce cyberculture today strangely resemble those who
criticized rock music during the fifties and sixties” (ix).
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Pierre Lévy suggests that the same kind of people who criticize cyber culture
are the same kind of people who criticized rock and roll music back in the
fifties and sixties. But both cyber culture and rock music inspire and entertain
young people (ix).
Note that changing these passages from examples of plagiarism to acceptable
examples of a quotation and a paraphrase is extremely easy: properly cite your
sources. This leads to the “golden rule” of avoiding plagiarism. Often, students are
unclear as to whether or not they need to cite a piece of evidence because they believe
it to be “common knowledge” or because they are not sure about the source of
information. When in doubt about whether or not to cite evidence in order to give
credit to a source (“common knowledge” or not), you should cite the evidence. There
are several plagiarism detection softwares available online such as Turnitin,
DupliChecker, Grammarly, Paperrater, Plagiarisma, PlagTracker, Plagium,
CopyLeaks.
1.11

LET US SUM UP

In this unit we have tried to present how the references should be written. We have
tried to differentiate between references and bibliography. We pointed out that a list
of Reference is an integral part of the Research Report. It may be headed as
‘References’ or ‘Bibliography’. While Bibliography is a comprehensive term which
includes, in addition to referred literature, other related and very useful literature
which readers may like to read which the Researcher has himself read but not referred
to it in the text of the thesis. All literature referred to in the text must appear in the
Reference list. We learnt all about the guidelines to follow while writing references,
in the style of American Psychological Association (APA) format, MLA reference
style, and Chicago referencing style.
We also discussed how to write the reference when it is a single author, more than
one author and multiple authors. When there is more than one author, the initial of the
first author must be followed by ‘a comma’. The wording of the title should appear
exactly as it does on the title page of the book or first page of the article. The name of
the journal should either appear as it is or be abbreviated according to accepted
abbreviations.
We also learned about how to write the reference for the same author who has
published in different years and also in the same year. Different soft wares for
reference Management and word processing were also discussed in this Unit.
1.12
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

Learning how to effectively quote and paraphrase research can be difficult and it
certainly takes practice. Hopefully, your abilities to make good use of your research
will improve as you work through the exercises in part two and three of The Process
of Research Writing, not to mention as you take on other research writing experiences
beyond this class. The goal of this Unit is to introduce some basic strategies for
summarizing, quoting and paraphrasing research in your writing and to explain how
to avoid plagiarizing your research.
2.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this unit, you will be able to:




2.3

Apply formatting rules for using quotations
Know about paraphrasing; and
Distinguish between summarizing and paraphrasing.

HOW TO SUMMARIZE: AN OVERVIEW

A summary is a brief explanation of a longer text. Some summaries, such as the ones
that accompany annotated bibliographies, are very short, just a sentence or two.
Others are much longer, though summaries are always much shorter than the text
being summarized in the first place.
Summaries of different lengths are useful in research writing because you often need
to provide your readers with an explanation of the text you are discussing. This is
especially true when you are going to quote or paraphrase from a source.
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Of course, the first step in writing a good summary is to do a thorough reading of the
text you are going to summarize in the first place. Beyond that important start, there
are a few basic guidelines you should follow when you write summary material:





2.4

Stay “neutral” in your summarizing. Summaries provide “just the facts” and are
not the place where you offer your opinions about the text you are summarizing.
Save your opinions and evaluation of the evidence you are summarizing for other
parts of your writing.
Don’t quote from what you are summarizing. Summaries will be more useful to
you and your colleagues if you write them in your own words.
Don’t “cut and paste” from database abstracts. Many of the periodical indexes
that are available as part of your library’s computer system include abstracts of
articles. Do no “cut” this abstract material and then “paste” it into your own
annotated bibliography. For one thing, this is plagiarism. Second, “cutting and
pasting” from the abstract defeats one of the purposes of writing summaries and
creating an annotated bibliography in the first place, which is to help you
understand and explain your research.
HOW TO QUOTE AND PARAPHRASE: AN OVERVIEW

Writers quote and paraphrase from research in order to support their points and to
persuade their readers. A quote or a paraphrase from a piece of evidence in support
of a point answers the reader’s question, “says who?”
This is especially true in academic writing since scholarly readers are most persuaded
by effective research and evidence. For example, readers of an article about a new
cancer medication published in a medical journal will be most interested in the
scholar’s research and statistics that demonstrate the effectiveness of the treatment.
Conversely, they will not be as persuaded by emotional stories from individual
patients about how a new cancer medication improved the quality of their lives.
While this appeal to emotion can be effective and is common in popular sources,
these individual anecdotes do not carry the same sort of “scholarly” or scientific value
as well-reasoned research and evidence.
Of course, your instructor is not expecting you to be an expert on the topic of your
research paper. While you might conduct some primary research, it’s a good bet that
you’ll be relying on secondary sources such as books, articles, and Web sites to
inform and persuade your readers. You’ll present this research to your readers in the
form of quotes and paraphrases.
A “quote” is a direct restatement of the exact words from the original source. The
general rule of thumb is any time you use three or more words as they appeared in the
original source, you should treat it as a quote. A “paraphrase” is a restatement of the
information or point of the original source in your own words.
While quotes and paraphrases are different and should be used in different ways in
your research writing (as the examples in this section suggest), they do have a number
of things in common. Both quotes and paraphrases should:
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be “introduced” to the reader, particularly the first time you mention a source;
include an explanation of the evidence which explains to the reader why you think
the evidence is important, especially if it is not apparent from the context of the
quote or paraphrase; and
include a proper citation of the source.

The method you should follow to properly quote or paraphrase depends on the style
guide you are following in your academic writing. The two most common style
guides used in academic writing are the Modern Language Association (MLA), and
the American Psychological Association (APA). I discuss both of these different
style guides in some detail in the Appendix of this book. Your instructor will
probably assign one of these styles before you begin working on your project,
however, if he/she doesn’t mention this, be sure to ask.
2.5

WHEN TO QUOTE, WHEN TO PARAPHRASE

The real “art” to research writing is using quotes and paraphrases from evidence
effectively in order to support your point. There are certain “rules,” dictated by the
rules of style you are following, such as the ones presented by the MLA or the ones
presented by the APA. There are certain “guidelines” and suggestions, like the ones I
offer in the previous section and the ones you will learn from your teacher and
colleagues.
But when all is said and done, the question of when to quote and when to paraphrase
depends a great deal on the specific context of the writing and the effect you are
trying to achieve. Learning the best times to quote and paraphrase takes practice and
experience.
In general, it is best to use a quote when:






The exact words of your source are important for the point you are trying to make.
This is especially true if you are quoting technical language, terms, or very
specific word choices.
You want to highlight your agreement with the author’s words. If you agree with
the point the author of the evidence makes and you like their exact words, use
them as a quote.
You want to highlight your disagreement with the author’s words. In other
words, you may sometimes want to use a direct quote to indicate exactly what it is
you disagree about. This might be particularly true when you are considering the
antithetical positions in your research writing projects.

In general, it is best to paraphrase when:


There is no good reason to use a quote to refer to your evidence. If the author’s
exact words are not especially important to the point you are trying to make, you
are usually better off paraphrasing the evidence.
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You are trying to explain a particular a piece of evidence in order to explain or
interpret it in more detail. This might be particularly true in writing projects like
critiques.
You need to balance a direct quote in your writing. You need to be careful about
directly quoting your research too much because it can sometimes make for
awkward and difficult to read prose. So, one of the reasons to use a paraphrase
instead of a quote is to create balance within your writing.



Tips for Quoting and Paraphrasing






2.6

Introduce your quotes and paraphrases to your reader, especially on first
reference.
Explain the significance of the quote or paraphrase to your reader.
Cite your quote or paraphrase properly according to the rules of style you are
following in your essay.
Quote when the exact words are important, when you want to highlight your
agreement or your disagreement.
Paraphrase when the exact words aren’t important, when you want to explain
the point of your evidence, or when you need to balance the direct quotes in
your writing.

FOUR EXAMPLES OF QUOTES AND PARAPHRASES

Here are four examples of what I mean about properly quoting and paraphrasing
evidence in your research essays. In each case, I begin with a BAD example, or the
way NOT to quote or paraphrase.
Quoting in MLA Style
Here’s the first BAD example, where the writer is trying to follow the rules of MLA
style:
There are many positive effects for advertising prescription drugs on
television.
“African-American physicians regard direct-to-consumer
advertising of prescription medicines as one way to educate minority patients
about needed treatment and healthcare options” (Wechsler, Internet).
This is a potentially good piece of information to support a research writer’s claim,
but the researcher hasn’t done any of the necessary work to explain where this quote
comes from or to explain why it is important for supporting her point. Rather, she has
simply “dropped in” the quote, leaving the interpretation of its significance up to the
reader.
Now consider this revised GOOD (or at least BETTER) example of how this quote
might be better introduced into the essay:
In her Pharmaceutical Executive article available through the Wilson Select
Internet database, Jill Wechsler writes about one of the positive effects of
advertising prescription drugs on television. “African-American physicians
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regard direct-to-consumer advertising of prescription medicines as one way to
educate minority patients about needed treatment and healthcare options.”
In this revision, it’s much clearer what point the writer is trying to make with this
evidence and where this evidence comes from.
In this particular example, the passage is from a traditional print journal called
Pharmaceutical Executive. However, the writer needs to indicate that she actually
found and read this article through Wilson Select, an Internet database which
reproduces the “full text” of articles from periodicals without any graphics, charts, or
page numbers.
When you use a direct quote in your research, you need to the indicate page number
of that direct quote or you need to indicate that the evidence has no specific page
numbers. While it can be a bit awkward to indicate within the text how the writer
found this information if it’s from the Internet, it’s important to do so on the first
reference of a piece of evidence in your writing. On references to this piece of
evidence after the first reference, you can use just the last name of the writer. For
example:
Wechsler also reports on the positive effects of advertising prescription drugs
on television. She writes...
Paraphrasing in MLA Style
In this example, the writer is using MLA style to write a research essay for a
Literature class. Here is a BAD example of a paraphrase:
While Gatsby is deeply in love with Daisy in The Great Gatsby, his love for
her is indistinguishable from his love of his possessions (Callahan).
There are two problems with this paraphrase. First, if this is the first or only
reference to this particular piece of evidence in the research essay, the writer should
include more information about the source of this paraphrase in order to properly
introduce it. Second, this paraphrase is actually not of the entire article but rather of a
specific passage. The writer has neglected to note the page number within the
parenthetical citation.
A GOOD or at least BETTER revision of this paraphrase might look like this:
John F. Callahan suggests in his article “F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Evolving
American Dream” that while Gatsby is deeply in love with Daisy in The Great
Gatsby, his love for her is indistinguishable from his love of his possessions
(381).
By incorporating the name of the author of the evidence the research writer is
referring to here, the source of this paraphrase is now clear to the reader.
Furthermore, because there is a page number at the end of this sentence, the reader
understands that this passage is a paraphrase of a particular part of Callahan’s essay
and not a summary of the entire essay. Again, if the research writer had introduced
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this source to his readers earlier, he could have started with a phrase like “Callahan
suggests...” and then continued on with his paraphrase.
If the research writer were offering a brief summary of the entire essay following
MLA style, he wouldn’t include a page number in parentheses. For example:
John F. Callahan’s article “F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Evolving American Dream”
examines Fitzgerald’s fascination with the elusiveness of the American Dream
in the novels The Great Gatsby, Tender is the Night, and The Last Tycoon.
Quoting in APA Style
Consider this BAD example in APA style, of what NOT to do when quoting
evidence:
“If the U.S. scallop fishery were a business, its management would surely be
fired, because its revenues could readily be increased by at least 50 per cent
while its costs were being reduced by an equal percentage.” (Repetto, 2001, p.
84).
Again, this is a potentially valuable piece of evidence, but it simply isn’t clear what
point the research writer is trying to make with it. Further, it doesn’t follow the
preferred method of citation with APA style.
Here is a revision that is a GOOD or at least BETTER example:
Repetto (2001) concludes that in the case of the scallop industry, those
running the industry should be held responsible for not considering methods
that would curtail the problems of over-fishing. “If the U.S. scallop fishery
were a business, its management would surely be fired, because its revenues
could readily be increased by at least 50 percent while its costs were being
reduced by an equal percentage” (p. 84).
This revision is improved because the research writer has introduced and explained
the point of the evidence with the addition of a clarifying sentence. It also follows the
rules of APA style. Generally, APA style prefers that the research writer refer to the
author only by last name followed immediately by the year of publication. Whenever
possible, you should begin your citation with the author’s last name and the year of
publication, and, in the case of a direct quote like this passage, the page number
(including the “p.”) in parentheses at the end.
Paraphrasing in MLA Style
Paraphrasing in APA style is slightly different from MLA style as well. Consider
first this BAD example of what NOT to do in paraphrasing from a source in APA
style:
Computer criminals have lots of ways to get away with credit card fraud
(Cameron, 2002).
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The main problem with this paraphrase is there isn’t enough here to adequately
explain to the reader what the point of the evidence really is. Remember: your
readers have no way of automatically knowing why you as a research writer think that
a particular piece of evidence is useful in supporting your point. This is why it is key
that you introduce and explain your evidence.
Here is a revision that is GOOD or at least BETTER:
Cameron (2002) points out that computer criminals intent on committing
credit card fraud are able to take advantage of the fact that there aren’t enough
officials working to enforce computer crimes. Criminals are also able to use
the technology to their advantage by communicating via email and chat rooms
with other criminals.
Again, this revision is better because the additional information introduces and
explains the point of the evidence. In this particular example, the author’s name is
also incorporated into the explanation of the evidence as well. In APA, it is
preferable to weave in the author’s name into your essay, usually at the beginning of a
sentence. However, it would also have been acceptable to end an improved
paraphrase with just the author’s last name and the date of publication in parentheses.
2.7

HOW TO AVOID PLAGIARISM IN THE RESEARCH PROCESS

Plagiarism is the unauthorized or uncredited use of the writings or ideas of another in
your writing. While it might not be as tangible as auto theft or burglary, plagiarism is
still a form of theft.
In the academic world, plagiarism is a serious matter because ideas in the forms of
research, creative work, and original thought are highly valued. Chances are, your
school has strict rules about what happens when someone is caught plagiarizing. The
penalty for plagiarism is severe, everything from a failing grade for the plagiarized
work, a failing grade for the class, or expulsion from the institution.
You might not be aware that plagiarism can take several different forms. The most
well-known, purposeful plagiarism, is handing in an essay written by someone else
and representing it as your own, copying your essay word for word from a magazine
or journal, or downloading an essay from the Internet.
A much more common and less understood phenomenon is what I call accidental
plagiarism. Accidental plagiarism is the result of improperly paraphrasing,
summarizing, quoting, or citing your evidence in your academic writing. Generally,
writers accidentally plagiarize because they simply don’t know or they fail to follow
the rules for giving credit to the ideas of others in their writing.
Both purposeful and accidental plagiarisms are wrong, against the rules, and can
result in harsh punishments. Ignoring or not knowing the rules of how to not
plagiarize and properly cite evidence might be an explanation, but it is not an excuse.
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To exemplify what I’m getting at, consider the examples below that use quotations
and paraphrases from this brief passage:
Those who denounce cyber-culture today strangely resemble those who
criticized rock music during the fifties and sixties. Rock started out as an
Anglo-American phenomenon and has become an industry. Nonetheless, it
was able to capture the hopes of young people around the world and provided
enjoyment to those of us who listened to or played rock. Sixties pop was the
conscience of one or two generations that helped bring the war in Vietnam to
a close. Obviously, neither rock nor pop has solved global poverty or hunger.
But is this a reason to be “against” them? (ix).
And just to make it clear that I’m not plagiarizing this passage, here is the citation in
MLA style:
Lévy, Pierre. Cyberculture. Trans.
University of Minnesota P, 2001.

Robert Bononno.

Minneapolis:

Here’s an obvious example of plagiarism:
Those who denounce cyber culture today strangely resemble those who
criticized rock music during the fifties and sixties.
In this case, the writer has literally taken one of Lévy’s sentences and represented it
as her own. That’s clearly against the rules.
Here’s another example of plagiarism, perhaps less obvious:
The same kinds of people who criticize cyber culture are the same kind of
people who criticized rock and roll music back in the fifties and sixties. But
both cyber culture and rock music inspires and entertains young people.
While these aren’t Lévy’s exact words, they are certainly close enough to constitute a
form of plagiarism. And again, even though you might think that this is a “lesser”
form of plagiarism, it is still plagiarism.
Both of these passages can easily be corrected to make them acceptable quotations or
paraphrases.
In the introduction of his book Cyber culture, Pierre Lévy observes that
“Those who denounce cyber culture today strangely resemble those who
criticized rock music during the fifties and sixties” (ix).
Pierre Lévy suggests that the same kinds of people who criticize cyber culture
are the same kind of people who criticized rock and roll music back in the
fifties and sixties. But both cyber culture and rock music inspires and
entertains young people (ix).
Note that changing these passages from examples of plagiarism to acceptable
examples of a quotation and a paraphrase is extremely easy: properly cite your
sources.
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This leads to the “golden rule” of avoiding plagiarism:
Always cite your sources. If you are unsure as to whether you should or should not
cite a particular claim or reference, you should probably cite your source.

Often, students are unclear as to whether or not they need to cite a piece of evidence
because they believe it to be “common knowledge” or because they are not sure about
the source of information. When in doubt about whether or not to cite evidence in
order to give credit to a source (“common knowledge” or not), you should cite the
evidence.
2.8

PLAGIARISM AND THE INTERNET

Sometimes, I think the ease of finding and retrieving information on the World Wide
Web makes readers think that this information does not need to be cited. After all, it
isn’t a traditional source like a book or a journal; it is available for “free.” All a
research writer needs to do with a web site is “cut and paste” whatever he needs into
his essay, right? Wrong!
You need to cite the evidence you find from the Internet or the World Wide Web the
same way you cite evidence from other sources. To not do this is plagiarism or, more
bluntly, cheating? Just because the information is “freely” available on the Internet
does not mean you can use this information in your academic writing without
properly citing it, much in the same way that the information from library journals
and books “freely” available to you needs to be cited in order to give credit where
credit is due.
It is also not acceptable to simply download graphics from the World Wide Web.
Images found on the Internet are protected by copyright laws. Quite literally, taking
images from the Web (particularly from commercial sources) is an offense that could
lead to legal action. There are places where you can find graphics and clip art that
Web publishers have made publicly available for anyone to use, but be sure that the
Web site where you find the graphics makes this explicit before you take graphics as
your own.
In short, you can use evidence from the Web as long as you don’t plagiarize and as
long as you properly cite it; don’t take graphics from the Web unless you know the
images are in the public domain. For more information on citing electronic sources,
see Chapter 12, “Citing Your Research with MLA and APA Style.”
2.9

LET US SUM UP

In this unit, we have discussed that paraphrasing is using a particular idea that you
took from another author and putting it in your own words. Quoting is using the exact
words of another author. Both methods help you introduce another author’s work as a
means of strategically improving the persuasiveness of your paper. Generally, you
will choose a quotation rather than paraphrasing when you want to add an air of
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authority to the information you’re presenting, when the words you’re using are
offered by a source important to your particular topic, or when the exact words have
historical relevance or are particularly eloquent. Summarising is different from
paraphrasing. In summarising, Summaries allow you to describe general ideas from a
source, but in paraphrasing, Paraphrases allow you to describe specific information
from a source (ideas from a paragraph or several consecutive paragraphs) in your own
words.
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UNIT 15: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Structure
15.1
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15.2
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15.3
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15.6

Legislations of IPR in India

15.7

Conclusion

15.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this unit the learner will be able to understand:




15.2

The definition of Intellectual Property Rights
The background and scope of the IPR.
How the IPR is helpful for the promotion of the research and innovation
projects in an economy.
What are the various legislations of IPR especially for India.

INTRODUCTION

Legal rights given for the intellectual activity in the field of industries,
Scientific, literary and artistic field is called the Intellectual Property Rights. Like the
physical property of an individuals are protected the intellectual property of the
individuals are also protected. And this is a term which is recorded in the Property
Act. According to these rights certain exclusive rights are given to the creator of
certain type of artistic works, literature, scientific discoveries and inventions. This
right ensures that no other person can use the creation without the permission of the
owner of the creation.
According to the World IP Organisation (WIPO), IPR refers to creations of the mind:
inventions; literary and artistic works; and symbols, names and images used in
commerce.

15.3

DEFINITION OF IPR

The concept of property rights have been there since time immemorial. And
the creation of something new and innovative has been part of the property. It means
that the Intellectual creation also has similar value as that of the Physical Property.
According to world famous jurist Salmond, “The immaterial product of a man’s
brains may be as valuable as his lands or his goods. The Law therefore gives him a
proprietary right in it.”
Encyclopedia Britannica defines the term intellectual property as: ‘A property that
derives from the work of an individual’s mind or intellect’. Since IPR is a right over
an idea so it also covers everything under the idea. If an idea which is the subject
matter of an IPR finds its application in a tangible thing, the latter is also covered by
that IPR.
In contemporary corporate paradigm, ideas and knowledge have become
increasingly important parts of trade. The value of heavy industry products and new
medical equipments are a results of the research and innovation of the intellects. Not
just that even the other creations like, films ,music creation, books, computer science
or even a form of dance are marketable because of their creativity, information of
innovation.
New varieties of seeds, and plants which were traded as low technology
goods earlier are now products of higher proportion if invention, innovation and
design in their value. And so as to ensure such inventions and innovations continue in
future the concept of IPR is popularized.
15.4

IMPORTANCE OF IPR

An important part of country’s financial policy is the Intellectual Property
Rights. It can create conducive environment for research, creativity and technological
innovations in a country by giving sufficient scope to individual inventors and
companies to gain the benefits of their creative efforts. The advantages of IP rights
can be summarized as:


IPR is crucial for the economic growth. The WIPO IP Handbook gives two
reasons for IP laws: One is to give statutory expression to the moral and
economic rights of creators in their creations and the rights of the public for






accessing to those creations. Second is to stimulate, as a deliberate act of
government policy, creativity and the dissemination and application of its
results and to encourage fair trading which would contribute to economic and
social development.
IPR allows owners of IP to derive financial benefits from the property they
have created.
IP helps in the generation of Breakthrough Solutions to some major global
problems: For example: All the drugs created by the World Health
Organization which are used by throughout the world for saving lives of the
people are made after intensive research and development. Innovative
agricultural companies are creating new products to help farmers produce
more and better products for the world’s population while reducing the
environmental impact of agriculture. IP-driven discoveries in alternative
energy and green technologies may help improve energy security and address
the problem of climate change.
IPR encourages innovation and reward entrepreneurs. Failure and risk are the
two inevitable part of the economy. And so as to reward the entrepreneur and
innovators for keeping up with the research the IPR is there.

15.5 SCOPE OF IPR
The convention establishing World IP Organisation (WIPO) has described a
detailed definition of IPR. According to which IPR shall include the rights relating to:
a) Literary, artistic and scientific work;
b) Performances of performing artists, phonograms and broadcasts;
c) Inventions in all fields of human endeavour;
d) Scientific discoveries;
e) Industrial Designs;
f) Trade Marks, service marks and commercial names and designations;
g) Protection against unfair competition and; all other rights resulting from
intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary or artistic fields.

15.6

EVOLUTION AND GROWTH OF IPR

The origin of IPR can be seen in the view of two major conventions for the protection
of IPR: Paris convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, 1883 and Berne
Convention for protecting Literary and Artistic Works, 1886.

These two conventions have undergone various changes since then and have been
brought under the supervision of World IP Organisation (WIPO) which originated in
1967 as a result of a treaty signed in Stockholm on July 14, 1967.
WIPO is one of the 15 specialised agencies of the United Nations.
In 1947, General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was formed. After that,
due to the insistence of America, new rounds of negotiations were held, and
ultimately TRIPS came into existence and became effective from January 1995.
An international legal agreement between all the member nations of the World
Trade Organisation (WTO) is the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS). It sets down minimum standards for the regulation by
national governments of many forms of Intellectual Property (IP) as applied to
nationals of other WTO member nations.
TRIPs is especially important for its detailed provision for enforcement of IPR’s
which had been hitherto in the jurisdiction of the national laws only. Within couple of
years, WIPO supervised two more treaties for the protection of IPR: the WIPO
Copyright Treaty, 1996 and the WIPO Performers and Phonograms Treaty, 1996.
They together are termed as WIPO “internet treaties”.
Hence we can saw the advancement of IP began with the Paris Convention for
Protection of Industrial Property (1883) and attained perfection in the establishment
of World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 1995 and signing of the Agreement on Trade
Related Aspects of IP Rights (1993). The efforts made at Berne Convention on
Literary and Artistic Rights (1886) and at Rome Convention (1961) for Musical and
Performing Arts are important milestones in the history of evolution of IP. They
ultimately led to secure protection in performances for performers, in phonograms for
producers of phonograms and in broadcasts for broadcasting organisations.
Paris Convention
The Paris Convention 1883 applies to industrial property in the widest sense,
including patents, trademarks, industrial designs, utility models (a kind of “small
scale patent” provided for by the laws of some countries), service marks, trade names
(designations under which an industrial or commercial activity are carried out),
geographical indications (indications of source and appellations of origin) and the
promotion of fair competition.

The Convention lays down a few common rules that all Contracting States must
follow. The most important are:
a) Patents
• Patents granted in different Contracting States for the same invention are
independent of each other: the granting of a patent in one Contracting state
does not oblige other Contracting States to grant a patent; a patent cannot be
refused, annulled or terminated in any Contracting State on the ground that it
has been refused or annulled or has been terminated in any other Contracting
State.
• The inventor has the right to be named as such in the patent.
• The grant of a patent may not be refused or be invalidated, on the ground that
the sale of the patented product, or of a product obtained by means of the
patented process, is subject to restrictions or limitations resulting from the
domestic law.
• Each Contracting State that takes legislative measures providing for the grant
of compulsory licenses to prevent the abuses which might result from the
exclusive rights conferred by a patent may do so only under certain limited
conditions.

b) Marks
• The Paris Convention does not regulate the conditions for the filing and
registration of marks which are determined in each Contracting State by
domestic law. The registration of a mark obtained in one
• Contracting State is independent of its possible registration in any other
country, including the country of origin.
• Where a mark has been duly registered in the country of origin, it must, on
request, be accepted for filing and protected in its original form in the other
Contracting States.
• Each Contracting State must refuse registration and prohibit the use of marks
that constitute a reproduction, imitation or translation, liable to create
confusion, of a mark used for identical and similar goods.
• Each Contracting State must likewise refuse registration and prohibit the use
of marks that consist of or contain, without authorisation, State emblems and
official signs and hallmarks of Contracting States, provided they have been
communicated through the International Bureau of WIPO. The same
provisions apply to flags, other emblems, abbreviations and names of certain
inter-governmental organisations.

c) Industrial Designs: Industrial designs must be protected in each Contracting State,
and protection may not be forfeited on the ground that articles incorporating the
design are not manufactured in that State.
d) Trade Names: Protection must be granted to trade names in each Contracting State
without there being an obligation to file or register the names. For Example, in the
case of Pidilite Industries Ltdv SM Associates, decided bythe Bombay High Court in
2003, the plaintiff was registered proprietor oftrademark “M-SEAL”. The defendant
adapted and used mark “SM SEAL”, withall essential characters of trademark “MSEAL”. The Bombay High Court ruledthat defendant’s use of impugned mark was
causing confusion and deception andrestrained the defendants from using the mark.
e) Indications of Source: Measures must be taken by each Contracting State against
direct or indirect use of a false indication of the source of goods or the identity of
their producer, manufacturer or trader.
f) Unfair competition: Each Contracting State must provide for effective protection
against unfair competition.
The Paris Convention, concluded in 1883, was revised at Brussels in 1900, at
Washington in 1911, at The Hague in 1925, at London in 1934, at Lisbon in 1958 and
at Stockholm in 1967, and was amended in 1979.The Convention is open to all States.
Instruments of ratification or accession must be deposited with the Director General
of WIPO.

15.7

LEGISLATIONS FOR IPR IN INDIA

India being the signatory member to all the major conventions related to IPR has
legislated certain acts and statutes to show its commitment towards IPR protection.
Some of the major legislations for the protection of IPR are listed as follows:
• The Patents Act, 1970
• The Patents (Amendment) Act, 1999
• The Patents (Amendment) Act, 2002
• The Patents (Amendment) Act, 2005
• The Trade Marks Act, 1999
• The Trade Marks (Amendment) Act, 2010

• The Competition Act, 2002
• The Competition (Amendment) Act, 2007
• The Competition (Amendment) Act, 2009
• The Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout-Design Act, 2000
• The Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act,
1999
• The Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers’ Rights Act, 2001
• The Designs Act, 2000
• The Copyright Act, 1957
• The Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1994
• The Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1999
• The Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012

15.8

CONCLUSIONS

Considering IP is the major contributor in the developmental process, various
conventions have been organised globally to establish a formal outline of the
laws for protecting IP. Conventions like Paris and Berne and Organisations like
WIPO have not only set forth the guiding principles for the establishment of IPR
regime, but also drawn the regulations which bind the signatory nations to
effectively implement the laws relating to IPR in their countries. In India, following
the guiding principles of these conventions several landmark laws and legislations
have been enacted to protect the major components of IPR.
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